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by Eric McHenry, Turning Points Project Scholar

To be human is to recall the moment when everything 
changed. You know the one I mean. Maybe it was the 
evening you met the person you’d spend the rest of 

your life with, or the morning you met your firstborn. Maybe 
it was day you opened the blessed acceptance letter, or the 
blessed (in retrospect) rejection letter — the one that’s still 
thumbtacked to the wall above your desk; or the day you 
changed jobs, or your lifestyle, or your mind; or the day you 
decided to stay in Lawrence because that was where your 
car broke down. Maybe it was some seemingly trivial event 
— an impulse purchase, or a coat left behind at a party — the 
significance of which would take years to reveal itself. Or 
maybe you knew immediately that nothing would ever be the 
same again.

We tend to measure our lives by what we call “milestones,” 
a word that suggests predictable increments of progress 
down a long, straight road: graduations, promotions, round-
numbered birthdays. But it’s the pivotal moments, the exits 
and the wrong turns and the U-turns, that make our lives more 
compelling than our résumés, that reveal our character, that 
tempt us to use words like “destiny.” We don’t tell stories about 

milestones; we tell stories about turning 
points.

Towns have turning points, too. 
In the summer of 1966, an 
F5 tornado cut a mile-wide 
swath down the middle of my 
hometown, Topeka, and neatly 
cleaved the city’s memory into 
halves: ante- and post-. The 

project directors of 
four short films 

sponsored by the Kansas Humanities Council have identified 
similarly definitive moments in the histories of their towns, and 
they’ll soon be sharing them with us: Hays would be a very 
different place today if two music lovers hadn’t complained 
over a cup of coffee about the need for a local arts council. 
Olathe would be, too, if a sign directing travelers to the Kansas 
School for the Deaf had never appeared on the highway.

It’s a challenge to tell these stories responsibly in just five 
minutes, honoring people’s various and sometimes competing 
memories, as well as the reality that not every turn happens on 
a dime. Sometimes it’s a slow, complicated reorientation, like 
the turning of an aircraft carrier. Kinsley has had a series of 
watershed moments — figuratively and literally. It sits on three 
overlapping floodplains, but its citizens have voted repeatedly 
not to build a levee around the town, resulting in a half-century 
of half-measures, deluges, dissension, and ingenuity. Ulysses 
defies the stereotype of the forsaken farming town with the 
boarded-up Main Street; it’s growing and thriving, thanks to a 
generation-long influx of Latino residents. Grant County Drug 
now shares its stretch of Main Street with Lucero’s Panaderia 
and Lobos Computadoras.

“Bloom where you’re planted,” my grandmother (a lifelong 
Kansan) liked to say. I think she would have recognized 
herself in these films. They’re stories of stubbornness and 
of flexibility, of foresight and of hindsight, of digging in and 
of digging out, but they all have hope and persistence in 
common. If turning points reveal character, the character of 
Kansans is irrepressible. 

Eric McHenry is an assistant professor of English at Washburn 
University in Topeka and the author of three books of poetry, 
including Odd Evening, forthcoming in 2016.

Schedules for Turning Points premieres can be found on page 2. 
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